The CHP Faculty Resource and Development Committee invite all University of Detroit Mercy faculty to attend the Resource & Technology Fair.

The CHP Resource & Technology Fair will provide faculty an opportunity to preview emerging technologies available to enhance curricula, take a hands on approach to ‘See & test’ new equipment and communicate directly with product & technology company suppliers regarding useful pricing information for strategic budget planning.

The presentation will introduce a variety of suppliers representing resources, equipment & technology of interest to the UDM Community.

**College of Health**

**Objectives**

*Provide faculty with expanded knowledge technology opportunities available in the marketplace*

*Develop partnerships with technology vendors to develop virtual classrooms to enhance curricula*

*Provide faculty the opportunity to see and test current virtual technology products for the classroom and clinical laboratory*

*Facilitate faculty awareness of cost/support related to incorporating technology into curriculum*

Light Refreshments to be Provided

The CHP Faculty Resource and Development Committee invite all University of Detroit Mercy faculty to attend the Resource & Technology Fair.

**Schedule of Events**

11am–2pm Supplier Exhibits

**Maureen Fay Conference Center**

*Armstrong Medical – Medical Models*

*Boson Scientific – I-Look*

*Omni Medical Supply – Durable Medical equipment & Tele-health*

*Welch Allyn – Oto-ophthalmoscope*

*Fitne – Virtual Classroom*

*Elsevier Science – Virtual Classroom*

*Lippincott – Streaming Video Information*

**CHP Simulation Lab RM (RM210)**

*Laerdal – Computerized Simulation Manikins*

**Distance Learning Room (RM207: 1-2pm)**

*Pepid – PDA, Point of Care Health Info.*

*Typhon Group – PDA, Data Tracking System*

Technology can enhance your course.
Come and see how!
CHP Technology Fair

Mark your Calendars! Here is your Opportunity to-

• Talk to Suppliers
• See & test new products
• Receive Pricing information
• Facilitate your Department’s budget planning

Plan to join us from 11am to 2pm on April 10, 2006 in the Maureen Fay Conference Center, located on the first floor of the College of Health Professions Building

April 10, 2006
CHP Resource & Technology Fair
Sponsored by the CHP Faculty Resource & Development Committee

All UDM Faculty Welcome